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2.3 U.S. Environmental Protection A_enc 7 _

_Jl_ A.I Comment noted.

A.2(1) Greater detail has been provided regarding the feasibility and
possible meehanlsm of implemmntatlom of the mitigation measures.

Implementatlon of mitigation measures will be the responsibility
of the appropriate regulatory agencies. _le purpose of the
DEIR/E]S is to describe impacts and present a list of potential

mltlgatlon measures. The EIR/EIS is not intended to be the !
vehicle to implement the mitigation measures. It is the respon-

slhillty of the regulatory agencies in their staff reports and i

[_'I record o£.declelom documents to identify mitigations which wlll {
be implemented and enforced, i

If the agencies determine that violations my result from the i
project, as required by both State and Federal regulations, the i
agencies will require BACT and offsets as appropriate to reduce I

impacts Co a perm_ttable level. Such determination or commitment ,
such mitigation is not the intent of an EIR or EISto require

document. Mitigations, if adopted, would be enforced (I), by

l_IS, for the offshore platform through frequent inspections and
by requiring submission of monthly emissions inventories, (2) by

the APCD, for the onshore facilities by spot checks and reporting

ms secsssary. %/_

A.2(2) Agmncles responsible for requiring and implementing each of the
mltlgatloms have been identified in the revised Impact Summary
Tables. These tables were mailed to 40 interested agencies for

_i% input and have been revised to reflect the comments of those who

responded. _[j V

A,2(3) The DEIR/EI5 has been revised co reflect the mechanisms whlch_ _ t

would be employed to implement given maesurss_herevgr-bossiblg" 0 ,/V"a _['
In addition, the Jofnt gevlew Panel intends to b6mmunicate_du_fng " < '_

0_" the preparation of their agencies t staff reports and t_' _' "
recortasndatlons to ensure conmlstemey and thoroughness. _, _ _ _e

! A.2(4) Federal process: See response A.2(I). CEQ Regulations Section _{ ,"_

1505.2 raqulre that the _fS Record of Decision document include ¢_ _,Zc_i the rationale for adoption or non-adoption of each measure and a

_, summary of each monitoring and enforcement program. Thisdiscussion of _he Federal Record of Decision document will be

added to Chapter i in the FEIR/EIS. MMS will provide enforcement
] through frequent onsite inspections and reporting procedures.

State process: The State Lands Commission can incorporate
specific conditions into its leases for the appropriate project
components. This may include specific requirements of other

permltclng agencies.
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County process: The initial County permit decisions will include

specific conditions the Preliminary Plan. The
on Development

applicant then incorporates the conditions into their project
design (whore applicable) and describes how other non-tnchnlcal

mitigations will be implemented. Once the County is satisfied

that all conditions have been addressed, the County will approve

the Final Development Plan. Currentlyp the County's enforcement
capabilities are limited to site inspections by the Health
Department, Department of Public Works (Building & Safety), Air

Pollution Control District, and possibly others arranged as part
of the permit approval.

Section 1.5 of the EIR/EIS provides additional dnformatlon on how
agencies will use this document.

_ B.I Comment noted.

B.2 Exceedance of DOI significance levels is only one of several

criteria used to Judge whether an impact is "significant" for the
purposes of this document. In the case described, "significance"
did not relate to DOI regulated significance levels. The

_ preliminary determination made by MMS under the DOI regulationsis that NO and HC emissions resulting from cumulative, project-

related activities will not exceed the DOI significance levels,
DOZ regulations would not require additional controls for off-
shore sources unless significance levels are found to be

exceeded. ., ,.J _yl,_ ,.;_ J _ i

-" Seeresponseto A.2above.
g.4 raphlc representation of impacts from N x are presented in )- _

Appendix F on pages 149-170. The illus_rations show that the _'_0_ _'
high pollutant concentrations are confined to areas of elevated
terrain within a few kilometers from the source. Concentration ~,-'

will be greatest at the approximate elevation of the effective _,F' i_ ,_ '/

plume height. At all other elevations, concentrations will be ,_" ',.,_

considerably lower. _," ,: _. _

g.5 In the DEIS the use of water inJectlon for the platform turbines " _,,
was treated as normal control operations, because both Chevron / _''_
and Texaco committed to this as part of their application sub- _.,,:L-,_c

mission. _ _,1,_,i fL,"
_he water injection scenarios showed slgndficant ozone impacts in P'_'' '"
the modeling analysis was report in the EIS/R. In the Air ....

Quality Technical Appendix Section 10.6.5 the impacts of platform
emissions without water injection were treated as a model

aensltlvity run. The results showed that without water injection
the peak ozone level would increase by .01 ppm. Thus, a

mitigation measure proposing the use of power lines from shore
was analyzed. It is difficult to assess specific emissions
tradeoffs for the utility grid scenario. Because of the

_._ complexity of the grid system, one cannot determine the specificsources of the power. There are a number of power plants ia the
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_\ system, including nuclear, that could be used. However, most ofthe power plants are runnleg well below permitted capacity and

,) conld supply the needed plstform power _Ithout causing inoressed

_'_islsless". _'_"'>'_"_':'"_V'_'_#_'F"'/?
B.6 In tileProject Emissions Estimates portion of Section 5.2.1 of

the DEIS/EIR it is stated that all identified sources with

emission rates, durations and likelihoods of slmultaneous occur-
_ I_ fences were included in the analysis. This included tugboats and

L_,_-a _ _supply boats servicing the platforms during installation and

_ production. Section 6.2 of the DEIS/EIR states that future
oe '_" ,_ population growth induced by the ell activities would not be

_p_i _' large in Santa Barbara County and that additional emissions from
_'_ _" increased traffic and from other populatlon-depsndent sources

would not be significant.

B,7 Presently the masltoring stations in Santa Barbsra County are
sparse, sspeelslly near PC. Conception and Pt. Arguello.

Monitoring stations in the future will increase as applicants are
required to condaet preconsCruotlon monitoring for PSD review,

Existing monitoring stations have bean sited to collectively

provide a comprehenslvs indication of air qualities w/thln rural,
urban, inln_d and coastal settings. Fusdlmg nonstralnts have

reduced the number of long-term operatlng nites_ but new regu-
latloss (Santa Barbara County APCD Rule 205.C) require 12 months

of pra-construetion on-site air quality monitoring before permit /_-_
applications will be processed. It is hoped that the new monl- Y_'
torlng requirements will grmatly improve the air quality data for

this t_glon. Additional informaCion can be obCmlnod by contacting
the Santa Barbara County Air Pollution Control District.

C.] Data Gaps

The data gaps are discussed in summary form in Part 5 of Appendix

H (last 4 pages of Appendix H). The EIR/EIS acknowledges that
this information could make the analysis more precise, but its

unavailability does not preclude a reasonably accurate impact
assessment. The EIR/EIS discussions appropriately emphasize

analysis based on existing information.

C.2 Produced Waters

Identified mitigating measures that involved treatment of Gaviota
discharges included: (I) aeration of the scrubber water (for
sulflts oxidation); (2) lagoonlng, activated sludge or other

biological treatment of the produced water for COD and BOD
removal; and (23) aeration or stripping of the produced water for

ammonia removal. Such processes (if properly deslgned, built and

operated) are capable of adequately trestles the discharges and
meeting the limits of the California Ocean Plan; tlleimpacts are

thus appropriately considered as Class II,
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C.3 _rlne Water Quality

r_ The lack of desired baseline data wen described and recommen-

dations made for filling these data gaps. The data gaps do not

pertain to what (under NEPA) is considered "essential" infor-
mation, and thus worst case scenarios (for impact analysis) are

not necessary.

The comment further suggests extending the analogy between
possible project discharges and municipal discharges into the

Southern California Bight. (Sea p, H-67 of Appendix H,) Any
further extension of this analogy is deemed unnecessary, and - if
undertaken - would have to be very carefully defined and

described to avoid unfair comparisons.

We are unaware of any published reports that have described the
known marlne water quality impacts resulting from currsnt ell and

gas operations in the Santa Barbara Basin. The 5fldSis currently
funding studies which are designed to monitor the effects of

platform discharge associated with the area study development.

C.4 Sodium Hydroxide (Na0H)

We would expect no significant water quality impacts (including
excessive pH changes) due to the discharge of NaOH in the dril-
ling fluids. Therefore, detailed analysis of this potential is
not crucial for project decision making. (See Appendix H, p.

H-16, for further discussion.)

C,5 Protection of Hard-B0ttom Communities

Comment noted.

C.6 Groundwater

Dfschargvd desalination brine, by itself is expected to be diluted

sufficiently to comply with state Regional Water Quality Control
Board standards. If this discharge is mixed with the other

wastewaters, the density of the latter will be increased, and the
dischsrge plume will be slightly less buoyant. This will affect
the trajectory of the discharge plume and the initial dilution
factor. Even if accurate data on the temperature, salinity and

flow rate of this discharged brine were available, it might not

be posslblv to reliably predict ths effect on the discharge plume
(trajectory and dilution) because of the difficulties in modeling

such discharges.

The proposed desalination facility was described in Technical
Appendix G of the DEIS. Section 5.2 of this tesponan document,
responses to Citizens Planning Association of Santa Barbara

County, Inc.

'.J
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C.7 Correction of Depth to 200 m ,_

Correction made in text.

D.I The use of the Southern Pacific ROW was dlscucsod at length in

the course of the study. The greatest dlfflccltlas with this
alternative are the degree of erosion threatening the existing
ROW for the imaedlate future and over the next 50 years, and the

need to replace existing trestle crocslngs of stream mouths at

Alegria and Ague Calienta. Renovation of the RR trescels for use

by pipelines would create a larger terrestrlal/lagoon zone of
disturbance. The use of this ROW would Incur greater greater

rlck of accidents, Includlng gas llne rupture and ell spills near
the intertidal zone and lagoons, The realignments and spanning

proposed in table 5.6,! of the DEIS were designed to avoid high
value biological features and minimize impacts on wetlands and

coastal lagoons. An old Texaco llne on Holllster Ranch that
spans creeks has shown that such an approach has merit, and

remains the preferred mitigation for stream erocslmgs at steep

slope areas.

The removal of butterfly trees which would occur with clearing

the Gavlota site for the processing facility and proposed access
roads, appears unavoidable if the project is approved. Offslte

compensation is the only potential mitigation bat the feasibility
of this is questionable as butterfly tree locations normally have

eharactarlscics which are very specific to the insects' needs. (_"_']
Alternative sites analyzed to dace have total adverse impacts
that would likely he equal to or worse than those at Gavlota.

D.2 Response to comments on access roads and maintenance

The applicant indicates that existing roads and the i00 foot
pipeline ROW are all the area raqulred for this project. They
have cald that there will be no need for new access roads for

maintenance, and that there will be no ROW or pipeline

maintenance with the use of pscCioldes or other clearing methods.

D.3 Response co comments on pipeline corridor rsvagetation

Oak woodlands and high value riparian areas, especially where
ravegstatlon will be a problem, should be avoided. The applicant

has sabmltted a revegatatlon plan (see Chevron Comment 4204 and
ADLfs response). The spaeles suggested by Chevron's consultant

would adequately revegataCa most areas that would be crossed by
the pipeline. However, woodlands and steep slopes would be

permanently altered above and adjacent to the pipeline unless the

pipeline route is relocated to avoid such areas as suggested in
Table 5.6.1, section 5.6.5, and section 5.3, of the EIR/S.

Without these, or very similar meaearec not yet proposed, impacts

to biologically sancltlve areas will be significant.
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The text of the FEIR/EIS has been changed to reflect the need to

/"h have erosion control structures in place prior to the beginning
._ of construction, compaction and revegetatlon to he part of an

ongoin 8 program to follow as each section of pipeline is lald|
and placement and/or securing of spoll piles to he such that
sudden rainfall will not wash them into streams, See Section

5.6.

D.4 The area around Gavlota is noted for species diversity. At low
elevations and on steep shale slopes, coastal sage scrub is

scattered, with grassland confined primarily to the heavier soils
of the coastal plain. The slopes behfnd Gsvlota are covered

primarily by chaparral vegetation. Dominant shrubs would in-
clude: Chamlae (Adenostoma fasclculatum), blg-pod ceanothus

(Ceanothus mesaesrpus), hairy eeanothue (Ceanothua oll_anthus),

green bark (Ceanothus splnosus), Refuglo manzanita
(Arctostaphylos refu_lensls), bush poppy (Dendromecon ri61da),
chaparral currant (Ribes malvaceum), hitter gooseberry (gibes

amarum, vat hofmannll), among others. These communities are
flre-adapted and flre-dependent.

A number of rare and/or declining specles are thought to be in
the Davlota area. The followin 8 rare and/or endangered speclea

(based on the 1982 CNPS List) might be found:

Aretostaphylos refu_ioenals

gaccharis plummeraeCalochortus catalinae (removed from llst in 1984)
Chorlzanthe wheelerl
Calcium cliftonsmlthii

Pol_ala cornuta subs pollardli
Sanlcula hoffmasnll

golanum xantl, vat hoffmannll

Impacts of high SOT levels from sulfur plant failure could impact
an area of the hilIa behind the site in the range of 100-1000
acres.

It is assumed that the larger the area, the more dilute the SO

concsntratlons. The maximum impacts would occur in a locallze_
area approximately 300 meters north of the facility and covering

approximately 60 acres,

The maximum levels could be as high as iO to 20 times the

short-term Federal SO 2 standards under upset conditions. At this
date, Chevron has not proposed fire breaks for the perimeter of
the Caviota Facility, but the County Fire Department may require
fire breaks of an as yet undetermined width.

D,5 Response to EPA Comment 5: Growth Inducing Impacts

The text has been modified with general reference to secondary

impacts due to cumulative projects Isdueed population growth
impacts on habitat loss. Without specific plans, it is difficult
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to project the specific nature of habitat loss or extent. One

can only point out its likelihood for the purpose of providing
lead time to allow preparation of plans that could minimize such

impacts. The nature of the Santa Barbara ares makes transfers of
experience from other offshore development locations, e,g., Gulf

Coast, unlikely to ba relevant.

g.l The Final EIR/EIS will be reused to include discussion of the
role of the Pacific Strike Team, USCG Strike Team and limitations

of the clean-up equipment due to weather conditions, Ongoing
evaluation of equipment is _ade by MMS and USCG with each
application. Additional equipment namely, the onslte response

vessel, has been proposed by Chevron/Texaco to address the needs

of this project.

g.2 Offshore Pipeline Alternative

The EIR/S text of sections 4.5 and 5.5 have been expanded to

enable a more detailed comparison of the offshore habitats
affected by the Platform Hermosa to Gavlota alternstlva.

NPDES PERMIT COt_ENTS

E.l(a) _Mximum Concentration of Trace Metals

Comment on table 5.4.1F acknowledged.

F. l(b) Limit on Oil and Grease Concentration _',.'

The ragulatlons published in tileFEDERAL REGISTER on Dec, 8. 1983

(p. 55029) say that the oli and grease limit is appllcabla after
initial dilution, i.e., the 72 mg/L limit is not an end-of-plpm
limit.

F.I(c) Editorial Comment: "General Permit"

I Correction made to text on p. 5.4-3.

F.2 Review Suggested of Prior/Existlng OCS Operations

Available lltsrature studies of the sizes of areas affected by

both explorative and dsvelopment drilling were reviewed for this
EIR/S (See Literature Cited in Appendices H and I).

An original field study as suggested would be of interest, but is

beyond the scope and budget for this SIS,

F_3 Specification of Discharges Modeled

Subheadings have been added to the text o. p, 5.4-2 to clarify

that _he modeling focused on discharges other than drill fluids;
details are provided in Appandlx H, Part I, p. 33. The comment

correctly points out that the dilution factor assumed for _he _m_
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calculations shown in Table 5.4-21 of Appendix N is probably

.f"_ significantly larger then might be expected for dilution at the
....._ edge of a mixing zone (unless the discharge contained a large

component of once-through cooling water).

F.4 Iron as a Potentially Significant Pollutant

Data on produced water from the Buccaneer Field (cited by C.A.
Henzie, ENVIRON. SCI. TECI_OL., 16(8): 454A-472A, 1982) indicated

that iron would be present at up to 1.9 mg/L, and that this
concentratlon exceeded the concentration in seawater by a factor
of 560-2340. While there are no State or Federal Water quality

standards for iron in seawater, the National Academy of Sciences
did states in 1972, that e marine water noncentrstlon of 0.3 mg/L

might be hazardous co aquatic life (sea Appendix N, Par 4, p. i0
for details and reference).

F.5 Drilling Muds and Metals

We do not believe this _epresents an inconsistency between the

DEIS and the Technical Appendix (E) on this issue, as hoch say
essentially citesame thing about the significance of any metal
increases Chat may be observable. The commnnt correctly points
out chat there is a potential for some metals (e.g., Be, Cr) to
increase in relation to natural concentrations.

(_ F.6 Toxic Organics
Comment noted. Sos_ of these compounds merit closer attention

and, if the identified monJtorlng programs (including effluent
monitoring) are nndertaken, effluent data would be useful for

predictive modeling on future projects. Based upon data from
. other all fields, it appears chat the expected initial dilution

will lower concentrations of chemicals such as benzene co values

below those considered to be of concern (e.g.b for benzene 5.1

mg/L for acute effects and 0.7 mg/L for chronic effects - per
Table 4 in Pare 4 of Appendix H).

F.7 Onshore vs Offshore Facility

The Gsviota processing facility w_ll be located onshore| as such,

ic can be referred to as an "onshore" facility, lc is
"" acknowledged that the facility would fall into EPA'a "offshore"

discharge category, but It is worth noting that It will discharge
into a nearshore receiving environment.

i
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